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Election Polls Open at 3 Campus Locations
Energetic ASB Campaign Nears
Showdown for 17 Office Seekers
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are actively sponsormg candidates. Sparty party, the
newest party, faces as its chief
opposition, the Paper Ballot, a
student political alliance.
SPUR OUT OF RACE
TASC. one of the older patties.
is sponsoring a single candidate
this year: while SPUR. the first
cameos party to come into exist-nee, declined for the first time
flthree years to endorse ceilidh
states. SPUR has previously
backed two successful presidential
evil
aspirants.
If past years can offer any indication. voting turnout from SJS’
15.000-plus students can be exVliorld peace in the future de,i .,.
pected to be light.
pencis upon building a "common .
prealnent in trinity S
.11 AW
In 1958, 2600 students went to
platform of understanding in the
U.N.," and pert of that platform election is Sue Barton, currently , the polls: in 1959, a record low of
1699 ballots were tabulated, while
will probably be Red China, Maj. serving as treasurer.
Gen. Frank E. Stoner asserted
Other candidates include: Linda last year 2461 votes were cast.
The ASR presidential race has
yesterday.
, Howe, Barbara Barnard, first vice
"The U.S. must quit hiding its president; Claire Haydon. Marge, been termed "a tossup" by an ASB
head in the sand." he declared. Harvey, second vice president; Sue elections. official, who added that
"and realize National China repre- Curia, Jane Johnson, Sue Oliver, "he couldn’t remember" when two
sents only a small portion of the Sally Armond, secretary; Sharon more equal candidates faced one
total population of China.
Reed, Molly Wool. Karen Metheny another in a student campaign.
: Students are required to pre"The
ideally should repre- , and Connie Newlin, treasurer.
sent all the people and I believe, Candidates for representatives.’ sent their ASB cards at polling
that Red China with its huge at -large to the judicial board are: !booths in order to procure a ballot,
population will be in the U.N Sonja Halverson, Teri Cioxan
within the next few years, if it Ginni Cunlavy and Barba
behaves itself in Laos."
Shrum,
General Stoner made his reThe election is today and
marks during a question and an- morrow, Miss Terri Galvin, .
(Continued on Page 4)
ties adviser, said.
IIs

Exiles Tell of ’Red Contra;

Answer Defenders of Castro
Three Cuban exiles yesterday death," Kirkland stated. "The
countered the arguments of the Cubans do want reforms, but they
defenders of Caetro’s regime and want democratic reforms, not
minted a vivid picture of Com- Castro’s way of enslavement,"
All of the speakers said they
munist suppression and control in
ban education, labor and in- had once actkely supported the
Castro movement.
dustry.
David Cabarrocas, who left
Ed Kirkland, Cuban-born U.S.
citizen; David Cabarrocas, former Cuba last October, told how the
university of Havana student arid University of Havana came to be
Waldo Estrada, Cuban labor lead- operated by "a University militia
s’, described "the Communist that controls everything."
"After the militia took over.
takeover as we saw it with our
am eyes" before a receptixe
crowd of about 500 in Morris
Daily auditorium.
11*.S. ONLY HOPE’
The first to speak, Kirkland
declared "The United States is the
pnly hope of free men, despite its
A lease for the College Union
social and economic discrepanland has been definitely secured,
ces"
He denied that the U.S. had’ according to an announcement
been imperialistic toward Cuba, made to Student Council yesterminting out that the "living day by senior representative Marstandard of the Cuban people had tha Allshouse,
Miss Allshouse, who is also
been the highest in Latin America
before Castro. And the sugar mills, I chairman of the finance committobacco industries and land were tee, stated that according to the
practically wholly controlled by student affairs business manager,
William Felse, the lease for the
the Cuban people."
’WANT REFORMS’
land behind the cafeteria will ex-To be anti-Communist in Cuba pire in the year 2000. A faculty
is a crime punishable by I parking lot now occupies the area.

Dr. liazumitsu Nato’s discussion
on Zen Buddhism and the philosophy of Alan W. Watts drew a
"standing room only" audience at
yesterday’s book discussion in
cafeteria, rooms A and B.
A collection of Watts’ essays,
entitled "This Is It," was reviewed
by Dr. Kato, assistant professor
of philosophy, at the noontime
event.
In "This Is It," Professor Kato
explained Watts has attempted to
describe his mystical experience
as the words "this" indicates the
immediate, everyday, and present
experience. and "is it," the entire
and ultimate point for the existence of a universe.
NO OTHER WAY
"Watts claims there is no other
way to express this experience
By way of an informal progress other than ’this is it, unless
one
report, Miss Allshouse also report(Continued on Page 6)
ed that the P.E. department will
apparently come out "in the
black" financially this year. Sir,
stated this will be the first tine
in several years if the final repoi
confirms the present indications.,
In other business a motion to;
eliminate the 10 per cent discount
at the Spartan Bookstore was 111 traduced for a second time by
graduate representative Stan Stet(sr
yens and referred to committee.
Spring Carnival are being set up
In the faculty parking lot by the
Spartan cafeteria and Art Quad
’,night at 6 and must be corn,leted by noon tomorrow, Bill
Olmsted, carnival chairman, announced.
Olmsted said at first there was
some opposition to the use of this
faculty parking lot by the department of Buildings and Grounds.
fie said the department, speaking
for the faculty, thought that somemein has asked that it be per- one might complain since faculty
Swahili.
volunteers
teach
mitted to
members had paid $13 for parkLEARN SWAHILI
ing privileges. Gradually the probThe first seven weeks in Tan- lem is being worked out. Olmsted
ganyika will be spent at a camp said.
on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro
Follov.ing the Lambda Chi Alwhere the volunteer will study pha Pushcart relays at 2:30, dinSwahili and learn about his work ner will be served in the cafethere, Director Shriver pointed teria for $1. Tickets are selling
out in a report to President Ken- today at a booth in front of the
nedy.
cafeteria, or they may be purWhile on the job, the volunteer chased at the door.
enough
motley
to
"live
will receive
DINNER JAZZ
a simple existence." Since he will
During the dinner from 4:30 to
fond, housing.
have all his needs
7 p.m., the Jazz h:ritics will
clothing and transportation -perform, Steve Frohling of the
provided for, the volunteer will
Social Affairs committee said.
have little need of money.
The 35 independent and greek
When the volunteer returns aft- booths will be open at 4:30 to 8:30,
er two years’ service, he will re- Olmsted indicated. At this time
ceive $75 for every month spent the dance, backed by a Latin
overseas and will have the ser- combo, will begin.
vices of a career planning board
DIVORCE BOOTH
to help continue his career.
I7uring the dance a special marDuring his service, the volunteer
booth will be
will be deferred from the draft. If riage and divorce
up. For a few cents, according
he returns home to a "socially set
Olmsted, potential mates can
useful" job, his deferment will to
get a ring, a marriage license and
continue.
pseudo-official blessings. Later for
sEcoNn PROJECT
those who "get cold feet, they can
According to Toni Mathews, have the whole mess undone at
deputy director of public informa- the neighboring divorce booth!"
tion for the Peace Corps. plans
The dance will last until midare to be announced today by night, the carnival chairman
President Kennedy for the Peace stated. He added that at 11 p.m.
a 60- ASB election results will he anCorps’ second project
member expedition to Latin Amer- minced, trophies for pushcarts,
len by agricultural assistance the both making the most money
workers. sanitation engineers and and the best booth will be
social workers.
awarded.
Mathews did not disclose what
Latin American nation was 111 solved. but said it was one of a., S
South and Central American TV.
Bons that have requested Pea.,
Corps assistance
Once the reare Corps is a
-roe Would -Re Gentleman," the
ing concern, training will be inte.grated within the four-year curric- original film version of Mnliere’s
ulum of students. Shrivel- recom- satire on status, will be shown tomends that stuelents complete day at 3:311 p.m in Morris Dailey
history, auditorium anti again at 7 p.m. in
language,
in
courses
economics. politics and culture of Concert Hall.
The film is the first ever made
the area to which they want to
by the renowned Comedic Fran he sent.
Financially. the program can raise and is in French with Engdraw off only immediately Appro- lish subtitles. according to Robert
priated funds under the Mutuel Orem, eriordinator of the Classic
Security Act, and cannot be aided Film program.
The series is sponsored by the
by contributions by the American
public. Its budget for the 1961-62 Cultural Affairs committee and
the Audio-Visual center.
fiscal year will be $40 million.
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:Edits, s note: Mil, is the fifth in
silpart %trim on what is being
ri to help insure permanent world
;rare. Tomorrow: Disarmament.)
Ily FRED SCHWARTZ
The I’mted States Peace Corps.
etablished by executive order of
Nselent .Tohn F. Kennedy, is a
7.PW ex-periment international colerat lair.
The essential idea of the prolm is the placement of trained
.enericans in actual operational
+Irk in newly developed areas of
le world
Although some Americans first
,zardoi me plan with skepticism.
it hazards of the Peace Corps
la not obscure the basic facts,
H. Sargent Shriver, director
the Prace Corps, has pointed
;I
1. There are many useful set,
tees which young Americans can
;rrfonn especially in under-del:el,* nations,
1. Many young Americans are
’ger to volunteer for service

3. In some countries the help
’11 might give would he %virile And when they are no longs- wanted they will return.
Peace Corps volunteers will be
teach, build or work in
-^11 qnrier-developed areas as
Asia and Africa.
I. Ioltrti NEEDM
Accutuing to a report issued by
,
Maurice Albertson. Colored()
ee university, the needs for the
’,Ace Corps are greatest in four
teaching, health, agricul’re and industry.
The neral for teaching and high" levels of knowledge and skills
t’rt essential tn build
successful
’,tonal gmernment, fn.. Albert
’a reported.
In Nigeria an
offirial commis .fl has recently documented
r
how badly nut
’..-the is rd the
English lamilt ’
’ t needed in the count
country. Amer
have also been re-te’
’mr’rl to bring literacy to the
’Ark ’Ping areas uf
Latin America
::..1 Asia.
., A %Ey..,,nd major rooction of the
"le’’’. Corps will be to provide
’’Ild-wiele public health, especial.
, irl the eradication
of malaria.
-tee t’orps
vininteers will he

ichf,

working along with doctors and
nurses abroad against typhoid.
smallpox, and tetanus and in water sanitation programs.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Thirdly, the U.S. Peace Corps
has been called upon to work with
’ the host country in community
development programs. Skilled agricultural workers are needed for
demonstration programs to assure
the proper use of animal husbandry, new farm techniques and
improvements of seeds and irrigation.
A fourth funetion of the corps
will be to provide technological assistance in arras of large-scale
construction and industrial projects. The construction of new
roads, cities and modern factories
in many countries requires the aid
of skilled operating personnel.
Peace Corps Director Shriver has
said.
FIRST MISSION
On April 21, President Kennedy
announced the US. Peace Corps’
first mission will be a road -building project in Tangamika. Africa.
Their government, lacking skilled
labor, has asked the Peace Corps
to supply 28 engineers, geologists
and surveyors.
Volunteers for the African protect are now being screened. By
June the task force will he seteeted and intensive training
started
Training will include a study of
Tanganyika’s culture. mores, traditions, and history. The trainee
will also begin a physical conditioning program and brush up on
his skills in terrain similar to
Tanganyika’s.
In trirost Fears, (’nrp% projeets.
the local language will be taught
xollinteers. For this task, hire overllever, the Tanganyikan

ast Day To Buy
’
Mixer’ Tickets
’Delay is the last day sills
may purrhese tickets for the
FroshSriph beach party ’mixer’
to he held this Saturday at Santa
Cruz. Tickets for $1 may he purehased in front of the cafeteria,
announced Ray Chew. publicity en.
ehairman,
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D Koch
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Dinner, Carnival Festivities

Peace Corps To Aid
Destitute Countries
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This Is It’
Reviewed
W iAdmit
II
AWS Electio
By Dr. Kato! URedN China
Soon,

most of the un.,fessurs arid students left the university. The
commandant in control told us
that anyone who spoke against
Castro had two ways out; ’the jail
... or Miami’."
Estrada, a labor leader before
the Batista regime, said that
"freely elected labor leaders, most
of them ’26 de Julio’ members,
have now been ousted by Castro
and replaced by known Communists."

College Union Land Leased;
P.E. Dept. ’in B lack’ This Year

’Thou Shoff Not Kill’

NO. I

:t!

9:30 at three different campus lo- at the same hours.
cations, as an energetic and some-1
SIX OVER LAST YEAR
times heated battle for ASB of.’ Thirty-eight candidates vie for
flees moved into its final phase. :17 different offices this year, an
The election booths, in the Outer increase over 1960’s campaigners
Quad, in front of the bookstore, by SOC,
and in front of the cafeteria. will
While there are four political
remain open until 9:30 this after- parties now operating on campus,

Satire On Statu
Sh own Today

the 1:..vetsity
of Illinois biology professor din charged for approving premarital
relations "under certain circumstances," in a letter to a student
, newspaper. said the whole issue
of academic freedom is caught up
in the controversy over his disSpeaking before a packed audience in Cafeteria rooms A and
yesterday, Dr. Koch said, desi
pite high sounding policy statements on academic freedom by the
University of Illinois, he was discharged for his remarks about sex
in a letter to the Daily Mini.
Dr. Koch said that much of the
pressure for removing him was
applied by the Rev. Ira H. Latimer. a man he described as ’’an
ex -Communist now turned professional anti-Communist."
He said that because of the
pressure that can be applied by
fanatical minority groups, "many
college professors without tenure
feel a strong reluctance to speak
out on subjects close to the heart
of the FBI." He termed these
minority groups striving to limit
academic freedom, including the
John Birch society, as examples
of -a lingering McCarthyitis in

as

511( I IND

WRAPPED UP IN WORKRic Triminos, president of Spartan
Shields, sophomore men’s honorary service organization, finds
himself entangled in tickets for tomorrow evening’s all -school
Spring Carnival, Margaret Baer (I) and Carole Cadmus (r) of
the carnival committee attempt to snare Trimillos in his own
tickets. Spartan Shields have the ca --rival tickets for all booth
games.

world wire
I ,DONIIIE AIDES I ’s DicTED
I LLE, The Congo I UPI
The Leopulds Ole government yesterday charged Ilt aides of Katanga President Muse Tshombe
with treason.
The charges were made in writs similar to that listing eight
counts of treason against Tshombe Tuesday. The
it-hiding Katanga Foreign Minister Evariste Kimba and six army officers. were
lacing held %soh Tshomhe at Coquilhatville.

I

I

CITIZENS

Dr. Koch sa:i that every time
someone suffers for expressing unorthodox opinions. "our society is
closer to the regimentation these
persecutors profess to hate"
presently
lie declared that
teachers in our society are "second
class citizens We allow them less
freedom of speech than we do to
ditch diggers. We should encourage more freedom of speech for
how else can we gain
teachers
wisdom in areas where there is no
final authority t he asked.
WORLD SUPPORT
According to Dr. Koch, hi s
rause is finding support throughout the world
One Danish philosopher, Alt
Ross, wrote A letter saying the
controversy over Dr. Koch is a
"kind which is able to damage the
prestige of the United States in
Europe and to strengthen t he
view that our big American ally
is not to he trusted in human

TO TO BLOCK Rti) itri)
051.1). No. way (IT!. The
’’’^rriaY
"their determination to block the Communist drie (or global exp.,
sion and pledged again they would safeguard the freedom of ti.An official comintinique at the end of a throe -day confer.
foreign ministers id the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
.
the resources of the Western powers can meet the Communist :will be the subject of discussion
challenge,
tonight when Tom Dan of Stauffer
NATO is made up of 15 European and North American nations.: chemical co. speaks at 8:15 in
--NO LAOS (’EASE-FIRE
El(5
Mr.
)1. Dan, a research engineer,
vIENTIANE. Laos ’UM The royal Laotian government has will describe pile, reamers, test
not picked a delegation for the Geneva conference because "there is . equipment which may be the forestill no cease-fire" while Communist forces are trying to take con- runner of full-scale chemical
trol of this kingdom. Gen. Phnumi Nosavan said yesterday
plants. according to Richard Doug The Geneva conference on Laos is scheduled to open Friday. The las, president of the sponsoring
United States has refused to attend until there is a verified cease-fire.’ society of Chemical Engineers.

Chem Reactor
Discussion Tonight

2SPARTAN DA MT

Thursday May 11 19131

You Decide!
The turn-out at the polls today and tomorrow will determine the effectiveness of over two weeks of political campaigning. Results of past ASB elections indicate a declining trend of
active student participation.
%.triabled preventing even haphataril preThere are
her of students that will vote today and todictions of the
morrow. Although the campaign techniques hate not been althe
114(1 is unfortunate
tered from those in the Iss1.1
political machines backing the top candidate, -rem to be more
unified than ever.
Each victorious presidential candidate in the past two elections.-- Rich Hill. P069: Pat McClenahan. 1%0 headed a slate
of political aspirants sponsored by SR R. the first campus political party. This year_ however, one presidential candidate Is
sponsored by a new political party while the other is backed by
a political machine. The big question this -ar is whether or
not two political machines can sin ceed in bustling a larger vote
than the independents have done in the past.
Last year. with one active political party. the ASH election
returns were pitiful in number. Less than 2500 sto.Ieiits voted.
The obvious reason why so few cast ballots was the absence of
student interest --they had not been challenged.
Campaign platforms, for the most part. have presented
nothing new this semester. Public statements made- by candidates have created very little student response.
Yet the atmosphere around the campus still seems to contain some optimism. Publicity for this campaign has been greater than ever before. This factor in itself offers some promise
that student interest is aroused.
But why is selecting student government ,officials so important?
Throughout the school term decisions are made weekly
which involve every person in the college communitystudents,
faculty and staff alike- directly or indirectly. The caliber of
student government officials will determine the adequacy of
these decisions. In the final analysis, the result is up to youto
us all.
Student government Mickey Mouse? Sure, if you want it
J.M.R.
to be.
*00015,604$44000000000C4447000124245409006060CNODOWN
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’Not Easily Impressed,’
But Likes Gerevas
EDITOR.- Around election
time an interesting phenomenon
always seems to occur on the
campus of SJS. The phenomenon to which I refer is the
smoke screen which surrounds
the candidates and often their
issues. Many students don’t have
the opportunity to penetrate this
smoke screen and so when they
do vote they base their decision
on what they hope is right.
Sometimes the student majority
makes a lucky guess based on
this smoke screen- -sometimes
not so lucky.
Due to some excited, illogical.
biased and rather loaded letters
which have appeared in this
column lately I am afraid that
an especially unfair smoke screen
is being blown around Ron Gerevas. This semester I have had
a minor position in the student
government and in this position
I have been able to observe Mr.
Gerevas as he performed his duties and to hear his theories on
student government.
I am not easily impressed but
I was honestly very much impressed when I saw the interest
he took in his office and thi
dedication he showed in working
for the betterment of SJS
through efficient student government. I will he very sorry if
the smoke screen which has been
blown about succeeds in obscuring the qualities of this candidate from the eyes of the voters
-for if it does, the student body
will not only be out of a really
progressive platform which offers constructive plans for the
improvement of SJS through
student government, but it also
will lose out on an ASB president who would earnestly devote
himself to the best interests of
our student body.

Harts Hanson
v-;tt 7.10!Ct

LIVE! ON STAGE IN PERSON!

Views With Alarm
Attack on Davis

RAY CONNIFF

HIS ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS AND

"CONCERT I TEREO"
Sat., May 13
at 8:30 p.m.

Thrust and Parry

.400.

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PERSON PRESENTED WITH 1HE AIU
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED $30,000.00 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.

at San Jose Civic Auditorium
Prices. $4, 3 50 $3. $2. T:cliets at SJ to Office, Sainte Claim Hotel,
CY 5.01388 or at SJ State College

EDITOR-- I viewed with alarm
and disgust the recent scurrilous
attack leveled against Brent
Davis by leaders of the Paper
Ballot party.
Since I have known Brent
personally a long time, I know
he is not a vicious, self-seeking
fire eater as his opponents would
have us believe. Brent is a widely traveled student who has
gained a sympathetic and understanding nature of all kinds
of people and their problems.
I have recently worked with
Brent on the successful art pilot
project where he has shown a
diligent and enthusiastic interest
in this and other subjects which
are beneficial to the general
student body. I fail to see where
he has ever shown a self-seeking
attitude as Mr. Gerevas and his
supporters imply.
On the contrary, I might point
out that Brent is a doer and Mr.
Gerevas is a talker. I prefer a
doer in all cases. We need more
people like Brent Davis who
lake an artive interest in our

campus .ind student problems.
T hold in contempt those very
same self-seeking opponents who
throw down the gauntlet, but
when someone picks it up anti
challenges them to an open debate on the issues involved, want
ground rules to use to their advantage instead of speaking out
openly on the real issues involved.
Their means to win may be
overlooked in time by the general public but is the winning
of the election important enough
to use smear tactics and issue
dodging? Let the student voters
beware of these very same selfseeking persons with personal
vindictiveness in the form of a
whisper campaign to discredit
Brent Davis to all the greek
organization members.
William C. Dunne
ASB 5114

Man of Few Words
Lauds Fisk Letter
EDITOR

Well

said,

Skip

Fisk.
Robert McKeown
ASB 4728

Greeks, Independents
Invited to AIS Ball
EDITOR An article in Monday’s Spartan Daily stated that
independent students can buy
their bas for the Jack of Hearts
Ball from AIS officers beginning
May 15 or from booths on campus beginning May 31.
This is, of course, true. However. I would like to point out
that greeks, as well as independents, are invited to the ball.
The semi-formal dance will be
held June 2. Price of the bids
Is two dollars.
Don Wood
ASB 18685

Student Enumerates
’Pertinent Points’
LinTOR
With the political
controversy on campus during
the past few days. I think it is
pertinent to mention a few
points.
Two full slates of opposing
candidates is a sign of a moti-

iCaPd0

541to4’ ciate

a ted campus.
Representative government
is a good idea since the ASB
budget is $180,000.
Only about 2500 students
voted in lust year’s election.
-Is the Paper Ballot responsible to anyone after the election has passed?
--By constitutional mandate
Sparta Party has long range
aims.
--Why In it that Everett
Avila, who has been active in
political parties lTASC and
SPUR) is now so vehemently
anti-party?
T. McKennee
ASII A10527

Need Statesmanship,
Fewer Space Flights
EDITORIn the face of a series of recent international setbacks, the United States launched its first space flight. It was
a cheap Hollywood stunt pulled
on the public by our government
to reclaim some of our lost prestige throughout the world. In
scientific significance it is second to Russia’s successful attempt and in man’s most important achievements it ranks
second to Lindbergh’s flight.
With so many second placed
honors produced by this first
space flight what is truly the
importance of it?
Its importance, I think, Is to
point up how naive the people
of the United States have been
for so long and how the government continues to protect us
from the true facts. Now whether we as a nation will take this
minor accomplishment for its
true value in the light of recent
world events and correctly adjust our policies to prevent our
further slide to a second-class
nation is really the significant
point. Will we continue to weasel -word our mediocre attempts
in this field of space and the
rest of our international policies?
The excuses and explanations
that come as a steady flow from
on high of government heads
and agencies, down to the lowest citizen of our nut in all de-

eicardo)44

signed to defend such abortions
of policy are just fraudulent deceptions.
We need some truly outstanding act of statesmanship
In any of our more serious international problems. Where will
we find such a man? Certainly
not in a medal -winning astronaut, whose only significant remark is, "What a beautiful view
the earth is from up there; it
take.; your breath away."
William Dunne
ASH 5124

Should Local YDs
Join Goldwaterites?
EDITORLast year the liberal California Democratic council’s policy resolutions included:
inclusion of Red China in Geneva test ban talks, repeal of the
Landrum -Griffin labor reform
bill, abolition of capital punishment, ending of Post Office dept.
censorship powers, abolition of
all loyalty oaths, an increase of
economic aid and the reduction
of military assistance abroad
and all out federal aid to education.
Several days ago the S.F. Federated Young Democrats resolved to oppose "intervention
into the internal affairs of Cuba"
and that intervention was "morally reprehensive and illegal."
Do the local YD’s consider the
above resolutions the product of
"local fanatic parties." or the
product of parties which have
some meaning, some awareness
of what is happening in this
world? Why the inactive timidity, the seemed blind allegiance
to the great white father from
Harvard? Can the YD’s compare
with other YD’s and initiate
bold, new platforms?
A recent letter from its president showed profound lack of
faith in democratic processes,
a cowering obedience to the
sacred national "party line," and
conformity to the inconspicious
political doctrine called sublimated moderation.
Maybe they should join forces
with the YR’s or the Goldwater
Youth?
Robert GM
.1,3411 8920

t

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
CY 4-2041
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Walt Disney’s
41

101 DALMATIANS
also ’Lest short feature" winner *

Horse With A Flying Tail

Three ,atures .n color,
*
101 DALMATIANS
Horse With A Flying Toll
MAN OF THE WEST

sterling Gary Cooper & Julie Loader:
GAY CY 4-5544
"best song"
NEVER ON SUNDAY
also -award winning DAY OF THE PAINTER
and ZERO TO SIXTY

SARATOGA UN 7-3026
ELMER GANTRY
starring "best actor" Burt Lancaster
and "S awards winner"
THE APARTMENT
with Jack Ler m on

MAUFRIR
CV

3T$405

Es E. SANTA.CLAIA

TH

STARTS WEDNESDAY

Ballad
or a

36

gr

!Sadler/Li?

1"tbe best Russian
movie since World
:War IITime Nag,
;Winner grand Prim
*Son Francisco film
festival.
Double prim winner
Cannes Film Festival.
"One of year’s best"N V Times
Tribune. NY, Post, Sat. Res.ew.
with BOWL OF CHERRIES
and OVERTURE
Now showing 7 p.m. - 9:15 p.m. *
* Sat.- Sun. Cont. from 4:45 p.m.

eicardo
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eicape0 Pizza
218 Willow St.

Nos JOI. Mat, Colleges
k
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
May 12-13, 1961
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cs%*
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FOR

GIRDLES...
BRAS ...
FITTED TO
REALLY
FIT...

145 W.
Santa
Clara St.
San
J(.se
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’Israeli Festival’
Set for Sunday
At Temple Emanuel
The 13th anniversary of the
birth of the state of Israel will be
celebrated Sunday with an "Israel
Festival" sponsored by the Israeli
students and the Jewish Couneil
uf San Jose, according to Efraim
Gavel, statesman for the Israeli

’THE CENCI’

Spartan Socid
Mrtaatet Saalgo
THETA XI
Kathy Walker. Delta Gamma,1
was named Blossom Time Queen:
with attendants Sue Paaquali, Alpha Phi. and Anne Davis. Gamma
Phi Beta.
Gary Wood is a candidate in
the Delta Gamma Anchor Man
contest.
Dick Daybell has been awarded
a 81,500 scholarship for graduate
work In civil engineering by Stanford university.

Students.
The festival will be held at Temple Emanuel, 1010 University Ave.,
and will consist of Israeli folk
songs and dances In addition to
art, craft and photo displays.
All interested students are invited to attend, according to Cu gel. The doors will be open at 6:30
Last weekend, Theta Xis and
ern, and the program will begin at alumni met at the Oyster Loaf
restaurant for the annual Foun7:30.
ders’ Day banquet, marking the
tenth anniversary for the fraterall
nity The celebration was topped
oil by the burning of the mortand
gage on the main house.
Larry Eseobar, Little Leacon
baseball player, was invited to
albums
dinner by Theta Xi recently. The
and the sound track from
Little League team is sponsored
"NEVER ON SUNDAY"
by the Inter-Fraternity council.
Each fraternity sponsors a unirp
lirrm.

Jonathan Winters
Shelley Berman

,i0;
$1 .00
t OFF it
reg. price

‘,0iii Ssreei
36 V d ,tr Fair
sr B

EtklitAtrEMENTt4
Deborah Illunks Kappa Alt;!
’Theta senior elementary educate .
major. Oakland, is engaged L
Bob stone, Delta Upsilon busini.
major, Alameda.

Della Kuhn, Kappa Alpha Theta,
junior general elementary eduettlion major, Santa Ana, wears an
engagement ring from Art JohnThETA
An exchange with the Stanford son. business education major,
chapter and the local unit labeled Santa Ana.
Engaged is Marlene Hewett,’
"Naperdak" in set for the Adobe
Creek Lodge Saturday afternoon. Gamma Phi Beta senior. San Jose,
,
Mothers were honored with a to Don Sipes, Phi Sigma Kappa
, dinner last Sunday with guests graduate business major.
coming as far away as Los AnPIXNENGS
geles.
Joyce
Guelfrity,
Alpha
Chi
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Omega sophontore kindergartenThree members, Norma Ander- prirriary (sloe:item inajte, Mill Nancy Newman and Barbara Litre, to Ed tilaelietti, ’Meta Chi
l.onginotti were selected to be in junior industrial management ma, Phi Kappa Phi. scholastic Dater- jor, South San Francisco.

Marilyn Sehlike, freshman jourAt the AWS banquet last Sun- nalism major. San Bruno, to Randay. six members of the sorority dy West, Sigma Chi sophomore powere annotmeed to be outstanding lice major, C’oronado.
%%omen. They are: Sue Doll, Miss
SIGMA PI
freshman inteBill Moody received the Out - ; Longinotti. Barbara Egan, Miss rior der:orating major. Los Altos,
I Newman, Nancy Crandall and Valto Rich Corti, Pi Kappa Alpha
’’.elrWor54
erie Lowen.
s
55
senior social scienre major. CasJudi Osborne was crowned Pi
tro Valley.
Kappa Alpha Dream Girl at the
Diane Lacy, freshman nursing
Firemen’s Ball last
major, Laguna Hearn. to Douglas
riaternity’s
k s:c
l’Illay.
(laid, Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity. Senior’ itithiStrial
DELICIOUS CHINESE DISHES4 LAMBDA (’Ill ALPHA
John Savage, fiamer president technoltafy major. San Jose.
ir:4
oRDERs
To Go
,1"4 .,1 the fraternity, won the William
Betty Lupton, Delta Zeta ele$
BANott.:Is
14R
!look, Memorial award from the
mentary eiltreation major, Viii
s Lambda Chi chapter’. The award
0 is given to an outstanding mem- tura, to John Terrill, Lambda Ch.
SPEC/ ALT I
Alpha junior interior decoration
!tier’, who must be an upper class - major, San Jose,
221 E. Jackson CY 3-7789
man and have maintained at least
John DeVore. Alpha Chi Omega
’‘.4e5....WW.eartestoWartiaifteWea 3.0 average.
freshman general education major. l
SIGMA KAPPA
San Mateo, to Bob Dragge, Pi
Colleen Harold was installed as Kappa Alpha junior social science
president last Monday and will major, Alameda.
continue her duties until spring.
Gerry Garden, Delta Zeta gradSue Montgomery and Barbara uate from Stockton, now assistant
OPEN EVENINGS
Barnard were named among the society editor with the San Jose
Specializing in latest
outstanding girls on campus at the Mercury. to Russell Phinder, Alcollegiate and hi -style coiffures,
AWS banquet.
pha Tau Omega senior commercial
color, and hair shaping.
art major, San Jose.
sitiNIA PHI EPSILON
Also straightening.
Barbara Masterton, Sigma KapFinalists in the Queen of Hearts
contest are: Diane Miller, Alpha pa junior physical edueation ma Special Student Rates
Phi; Arlene Jung, Chi Omega; jar. Redding, tic Jim Beebe, Delta
Permanent waves as low as
Janet Pike, Kappa Alpha Theta; Upsilon marketing major. Las
$8.50 and up.

S I 1 ,1118
Restaurant

CAMPI MUSIC CO.
CV 3-9291
CH 341210
A Charge

GUSTAF’S BEAUTY
SALON

Kappa
Kappa
Iluntly,
Nancy
Gamma; Joan Doughery. Gamma
Phi Beta: and Nancy Petersen,
Delta Gamma.

69 NORTI-I FIRST STREET
CYpreas 44854

Art Display
Entries Due
On Thursday

*ditto

standing Pledge award for 1960.
Tuesday evening, Sigma Pi invitost
Mu %moray to dinner
and to hear campaign addresses
by several ASH candidates.
Kappa Delta sorority and Sigma
l’i will combine for a booth at the
pushcart relays carnival this weekend.

SPARTAN DASLY-5
Md) :1 tont
_

Thursday

.binitt.rig artwork

Deadline to:

for the 1961 annual student exhibition, sponsored by the S.IS Art
lepariment,

is

Thursday.

All works will
A135

on

be

May

18.

received in

Wednesday. May 17. and

Thursday.

May

18,

hours of 9:30 rim.

between the

to

noon and

2 to 4 p.m.
Any SJS student enrolled ia an
"ince Felirt,ary, 1960. is
art
elicain Works clettpleteil ini,w to
date or exhibited ai
tXtilhit.1,1,... are (MI
101111.1:11
A list of all %solicit accepte0 Is
p,sted
the hullettn Ward outside the Art office. Allfi.

COUNTJames Dunn and Carolyn Reed are
featured in the Speech and Drama staged reading of Percy
Bysshe Shelley’s poetic tragedy, "The Cenci," which opens tomorrow night at 8:15 in Studio Theater. Dunn will read the part
of a wealthy Italian count hated by his wife (Miss Reed) and
family during the reign of Pope Clement VIII in 1599. Tickets
will be sold only at the door. Prices are 50 cents for students and
$1 general admission. The play continues Saturday.

VILLAINOUS

COMEDI.% RIIPERTORT
CHARLES LAtalITON
Arthur Miller’s "A View From
Charles Laughton, noted stage,
the Bridge’ is re -opening at the
screen and television star, will
Comedia Repertory company’s new
make his first bay area appear- theater at 1300 El Camino in
ance in eight years in soloread- Menlo Park on Sundays. May 14.
ing aloud in the Masonic audito- 21 and 28. at 8:30 p.m.
The original cast will appear in
rium on Saturday, May 20, and in
this controversial drama: Eric Sithe Berkeley Community theater
linas as Eddie, Lisa Lauterer as
on Sunday afternoon. May 21.
Beatriee, Athena Martin as Cathdisei runt erine, Jim Wolf as Alfieri, Bill
and
rates
Student
prices for go up sales of mine Iluelsenkamp as Marco and
Tie arias Bissinger as Rudolph.
Oran 25 will be as ail:11,1

Ceremony Starts Construction
1
’Theta

drt.

Badminton Test
Ends Tonight
The final phase of flas annual
all -college badminton tournament
will take place tonight as participants in the doubles division take
to the floor at 7 p m. in the Man’s
A meeting to explain ground
rules and other tournament particulars vvill 1-ie held prior to the
tourney at 6745. The meeting will
be held In the Men’s gym
Triarhies will be awarded to
winners and runners-up in the
acc.irding tu John
i bl.inty director.
badminton tourThe a,
.:.ed by the ASB.
nament :s
Co-Rec.
I conduct ’

Dream Girl Jan
ceremoniously broke

Chi’s

f’,rnstantino

-eat

Approximately 75 works will be
se.lected for the exhibition which
, will be in the Art Gallery, A127.
May 29 through July 7 Some
works will be chosen from the exhibition for a tra..elin4 exhibition.
and may be retained tor one year.
A faculty jai s. will meet ftlday, May 19. to select the exhibition artwork. The turfy will Conassoeiate
sist ot
Hatch and
prides:40r ta
!1
ehsorr,
J;,rries
ot
.11 atirt Rreh-

arerresnOtiessa4.44402.0001116.

the champagne bottle formally beginning the construction of a

dream house that will cost the fraternity a total of $250.000.
’

The ground -breaking ceremonies
were held at 9 a.m. last Mondas.
at the 123 S. 11th sm. site. The

Z

house is scheduled to be finished

Exclusive Hairstyling

the first of September.

,P.1

The ultra -modern house features
$15,000 in Danish industrial modem design furnishings, according
to Steve Daly, Theta Chi spokesman. There are 25 two-man bedrooms with desks, beds and dresser’s built in. An FM system also
will he piped in.
Designs call for a two-story
house with Ft ’ casement large
enough for dances and parties. The
upstairs walls are removable for
conventions. Back of the house,
space is appropriated for a carport, volleyball and basketball
courts.

466

S

).

CY 7.6493
Evenings

ZZ

by appointment.

Special
permanent
waving

eetii4rSi4tatrearroreseertsdarearees0600.

An inside sun patio with a skylight is planned off the living
man.
Living costs for each man is a
than the average
fraternity expense. Daly said.

few dollars more

SMASH!Theta Chi’s Dream Girl Jan Con:tart:no cracks a
champagne bottle to signify the construction beginnings of the
fraternity’s new house. The groundbraking Cer,inOny was attended by the Theta Chi* last year’s Dream Gir! Judy Bowman, (I.), and attendant Joyce Anthony, (r.). The $250,000 ultramodern house will be finished the first of September.
ene-s
I sei, It sila’s contribution to the eke,
111.14.111 wort-mm.1u hie,
iii I..-.’ iii’’’ of hi. past performante I feel
I scrim i the best qualified ram/blab. for the
;Mier of Serlitise Secretary.
Pal Met.lenahan
ASK President

WE RE HAVING A PLEAT WAVE!
et the

Wet’in

in this White Arnei

blow! You II be

CA.F"

wa:h

out or wear cArt ... completely dripdry. and
in .tort or medium lenoths.
HALF’. rOt.Nr. ,00

I have come in know and respect the capable
.fileirne, lir Everett .1s1la, and for this reason
I endorse E%erett for the oilier of Evmmise
seerettity.
lull 1.1110-rill
%/sit t.vetittive Serreiar

Century Skirt!

It promises: pleats that won t

to
’1,-..oNCI

FIserett is undoubtedly one of the most capable
and hest qualified persons to participate in
’twicer ansernment in quite some time. I
.0-erlehesriedls endorse Everett for the (afire
of Eve, illiSe SPerellrY.
RAI Hill
ar41 President. 1019401

out,

it
i most calm.
I am eons itired that Everett
ri.s1 lllll 0.116116411 11( Illi
or cooling out
ocher. lir 11.1. ,1,111.1n0tr111,11 the interet and dc.
sire essential for positbe student ansernment.
tor y.
and is no hint, for Eseentivr
Sam Ohresen
SPI’H

Illr

8.98
-

Dream Girl attendants Ann
Ant hen,
Joyce
Merrill.
Wamke and Barbara Lan I.
tended the ceremony along with
the fraternity brothers.

TRAVEL AND
PAID FOR IT TOO

EVERETT
AVILA

AS A STEWARDESS
WITH UNITED
II s nn’re heft, ren i’:’ and
a54 25 years, his?,
teherd graduate. swum.
able. single. a finwsitatitig
rareer an nit" von.

for
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UNITED’S TICKET OFFICE
52 NORTH FIRST STREET
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Joes’, Bettys’
Photo Deadline
Today for Contest

Tom IITON IS the last day photographs may be submitted for the
"Joe College -Betty Coed" contest
sponsored by the senior class. Entries may be turned in to the College Union, 315 S. Ninth st., or to
Betty Lupton, 201 S. 11th st.
The photos will be displayed in
front of the cafeteria and bookstore May 15-19, according to Miss
Lupton. Voting will be by the
penny-a -vote method.

TELEVISION
csliranirtil

1.1 5

JOE’S TELEVISION
99 N. 10th St.
CV 7-35411

’Revelries Keeps Up with Rich
istoryOffers Musical Revue
Revelries, a 31 -year tradition
which has seen the spotlight focused on everything from Carmon
Dragon to a cable car named
"Powell," will add yet another
production to its rich and varied
history tomorrow night when the
curtain raises on the 1961 revue,
"Musical Madness."
The show will begin its twonight run at 8:15 in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
Appearing for the first time in
its history as a musical variety
without the benefit of student
script or producer, the show will
add another chapter to its many
faceted history.
Under the guidance of production directors Cathi Purcell. Kevin
Seligman and musical director Pat
Arata, the 17-member cast weaves
its melodious way through a
myriad blend of songs, dances, impersonations, dissertations, piano,
guitar and banjo solos.
VOCAL SIDE
On the vocal side, the show will

feature such old favorites as "They
Say It’s Wonderful," "Moonlight
in Vermont," "Lullaby of Broadway,""Summertime,""The Party’s
Over." "So in Love." and "And
This Is My Beloved."
Adding variety to the vocal listings will be "The Outlanders," a
semi-professional group of SJS
students who have appeared at a
number of coffee houses throughout San Jose, San Francisco and
Monterey.
The group, which consists of
Todd Cleave, Page Brownton, and
Cheri Korhonen, will sing a med-

Miss Grace Staple, Nursing department chairman, has been appointed to the highest accrediting body for nursing schools, the
college announced this week.
Miss Staple will serve a fouryear term on the national board
of review of the National League
for Nursing. The 12 board members study field representatives’
reports on institutions seeking accreditation. They meet twice yearly in New York City to award or
deny accreditation.
"I’m looking forward to getting
a first-hand look at national
trends in nursing eduation," said
Miss Staple.
SJS was the first state college
in California to win accreditation
by the NLN.

0L04gaJhion
Is)eaddy Salon
le Almaden
CV 44934
- high fashion
h
:
casual s*.

Luncheon Special
only

INCLUDES: Choice of
cheese enchilada
beef taco
tamale
tested
with soup and coffee

\S, Sint,’ Cara
off on dinners for
college students
OPEN
Mon., Wed., Thur. - 10 to 10
Fri., Sat., Sun. - 10 can, to 2 ctn.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Mon. 6 Thur. TIII 9

Mid Radio & .711
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CV 1-1212
1425 W. San Carlos
ILIORIBBINIIIRSIRSIONBIMBRallk
MUFFLERS & TAILPIPES INSTALLED

LES GIRLSPat Wallace (1) and Nancy Buttram give a light
touch to the 1961 Revelries production "Musical Madness" as
they present their rendition of "Britannia Rag." The 1961 revue
will open its two-night run tomorrow night at 8:15 in Morris
Dailey auditorium. Tickets are on sale for 25 cents in THI6 or
may be purchased at the door the nights of both performances.
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Dr. Jay Rusmore
Gets $1500 Grant

tradition

presents
MADNE:S.

111f1 12 & 13, 1961

Dr. David Hubbard, professor
of Biblical studies and philosophy
at Westmont college. will preseffi
R symposium on "The Relevancy of
Jesus Christ in History and the
Individual," tomorrow, Saturday
and Sunday during the Tri.0
retreat.
The retreat will be held at ti..,
Hume Lake Conference grounds.
Reservations for $12 may be
made at the First Baptist church
office, CYpress 3-4911. A $2 deposit is required before Friday.
The retreat is intended as a
time for discussion, personal reflection and recreation, according to George Trigueiro, Tri--C
director.

An extensive study into the tual promotional record of the
performance of business execu- executive.
tives has prompted a $1500 reAt Princeton, he will attend the
search grant for Dr. Jay T. Rus- Invitational Conference on Execumore, professor of psychology.
tive Performance on June 2. At
Dr. Rusmore’s study in execu- the conference, Dr. Rusmore will
tives will take him to Princeton. report on his findings to researchN.J., and Copenhagen, Denmark. ers doing similar work.
this summer.
’ Dr. Rusmore will also attend
The Western Management Sd- the International Congress of Apence institute, a subsidiary of plied Psychology at Copenhagen
Ford Motor co.. notified Dr. Rus- during their once-every-three.yeal
more last month of the grant. His meeting.
At Copenhagen, he will report
study is entitled "Analysis of the
Difference Between Ratings of on his theory of "Management AdExecutive Performance and the vancement Quotient." "This is a
mathematical way of measuring
Actual Rate of Advancement."
SAN LUIS (0.,
Dr. Rusmore, married and fa- an executive’s rate of progress,"
The athletic team, ot Calika
ther of six, has been at SJS since he explained.
"I am very interested in execu- State Polytechnic College will
1948
limited in out-of-state travel lo
In explaining his work, he stated tives," he concluded.
’Arizona, Nevada and Oregon. on that after a study of some 200 exless given special permission from
ecutives he found "Their rate of
Aeronautics Dept
the dean and president.
progress and what their bosses
The new athletic policy is the
think of them don’t usually
apparent result of an airplane
match." The entire study, he said,
is to find an explanation for this
’Ad.() I
ao, 0,
1 crash at Toledo. Ohio, last Oct 2,
difference between a boss’ esti- the name ol an airplane .% reek in which 16 Cal Poly football ,
mate of an executive and the ac- hut the title of the Aeronautics players perished while returning.
department annual picnic barbe- home from a game.
The policy, announced by school
cue May 21 at New Brighton
officials Tuesday, stipulates no
beach, south of Santa Cruz.
The picnic, in its 10th year, will Cal Poly athletic team may travel
give an opportunity for aeronaut-1 beyond states bordering Calif
A Greek. Billgar, ,
I Near- ire students to discuss aeronautic nia for inter-section competitn.:
East dancing party will he held Innovations with attending alumni
tomorrow evening at 8 in WG8, indicated Nick M. Milichevich
announced Dr. John P. Britz, as- assoriate professor of aeronautics
sistant professor of English.
Tickets, priced at $1.25 per perThe dance party sponsored by son, may be laird, ased ft-on,
Balkansho Udruzenstso, a Yugo- Steven Cmvvin of the Institute of
slavian dance group, will he held Aerospace Sciences: Thomas Loto collect donations to help soon- per of Society of Automotive I-,
sot- the kolo festival. May 26-27, gineers, and Joseph Hunt o!
stated Miss Kay Benton. a group pha Eta Rho, international a.
member,
tion fraternity.
Delicious dishes of Mexico
ratialaniMiLlaalAZIRMAXIMEMMIKNIAIWZIT
await you at ...

To Sponsor Picnic

Near-East Group
Sponsors Dance

THE
SPANISH KITCHEN
001r

4(

3-Day Symposium
, Set at Hume Lake

Cal Poly Policy
Restricts Athletes
In Game Travel

MOTOR TUNE-CP
COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE

ith & Santa Clara

Four SJS women have been selected for enrollment in the
United States Air Force Occupational Therapy training program,
announced Miss Mary Booth, O.T.
department head.
Barbara Martinez, Juanita
Welles, Grace Jacobson and Mary
Huebsch are the four selected.
"Only five students were chosen
in the U.S. to participate in this
program. We feel it was quite an
honor that four of these students
were from SJS," commented Miss
Booth.
She stated students were chosen
by the Surgeon-General to be appointed second lieutenants and
placed on active duty at their college for nine months of clinical
work.
Pre-Reg Advising
"During this internship students
will receive a second lieutenant’s For O.T. Majors
pay. After serving their intern"Occupational Therapy majors
ship, they will serve two years in are requested to make appointthe U.S. Air Force hospital," ments with their advisers this
stated the department head.
week for pre-registration advising," announced Miss Mary Booth,
O.T. department head.
Program advising is from May
15-26 by appointment. Appointment sheets will be posted on faculty office doors HB306, 307, and
Norman Gocrlich, regional rep- 420, she added.
resentative of the American
Friends Service committee, will
speak on "Is There Power in
FAIRGROUNDS
Love?" today at 12:30 p.m. at
FAIRWAYS
Grace Baptist church, 156 S.
10th st.
Golf Course
be
The representative will
speaking as a part of the Roger
Williams Forum series, held each
Thursday as a discussion center
for topics of current interest.
Next in the series will be the
FOR GREEN FEES
Rev. Don Emmet, Presbyterian
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
campus minister, who will speak
I0TH It TULLY ROAD
on "The Human Problem in Cultural Crisis." The Rev. Emmel’s
talk will be given May 18.
All interested students are in\ ited to attend the talks, according to the Rev. George L. Collin, Baptist campus minister.

claimed, so -the Sun lets rio en cry.
thing they can to weaken proposals for such a force."
Last year was perhaps the
"most dangerous period in the
history of the U.N.," General
Stoner concluded, "but I belieke
the organization will also face
many stern tests this year."
III

Anti-Red Group
Meets Tonight
Students Against Communism
will hold a membership meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Markham hall,
according to SAC president Bill
Weik.

17: 7,
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DISCOUNT TO S.J.S. STUDENTS
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Featuring:
Combination

Dinner

Ina
not
grin

STATE MEAT
MARKET

11

150 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Rath smoked

lb.

PICNIC

35c

Tender rib

lb.

STEAK

69c

Fresh & lean

2 lbs.

Hamburger

85c

Frosh local

lb.

FRYERS

35c

110111 1
TENTH AND SANTA CLARA
Hours: 8.10 p.m.
P. 0.Nte."a""
10-6 Sunday
6

PRESCRIPTIONS

"We Make The BEST Hamburger
In Town"... or SO
our customers tell us.
. hid it costs a racri
TRY ONE,

24c

and we think you’ll agree.
as
s a3aSit Ba Et
Clara

THE RI RUT HOUSE
dwIlTolakTYt
tri

IVkAIVAKYlku*P.ik)

gaiani Aftrtoiphere
. . . to enhance your enjoyment of our
superb cuisine
Definitely conducive to the fine art of dining
well is the atmosphere of quiet elegance and
good taste in which our delicious foods are
served. It adds so much to the occasion!

1401 South First St.
at Alma

0.

Al

Pfr.

HAL

1141‘..V11131I4

\or

if

\I(It(-141# vis\«

Ron
Gerevas
for ...

A. S. B.
President
* ASB Vice President
* Student Council Rap

* CSCSPA Delegate
tative

* Student Housing Committee

* Sophomore Class Vice Presidnat

* Publicetuans Advisory Bas,1

* Junior Clew President

* College Life Committee

* Who’s Who in 1961

* Student G ***** nsent Merit
Award

$1.00

Olohi 9/opi-3t

1011E ONE! - 101IF 11,1!

39 F. San Antonio
CY 5-9823

55

4,1
.’lay

Weik also said new officers may
be elected at this meeting.

50‘

10 Cecina
1)1

Page 1)
(Continued tr
swer session following his
speech on "The Importance of
World Communication to the U.N.
and World Peace."
Sponsored by the international
Relations club, he spoke to about
17 persons.
During his talk, the retired general predicted that a permanent
U.N. police force must be formed
before the organization can make
a serious attempt to establish a
world government.
"And a world government is our
first step toward attaining a lasting world peace." he declared.
The Soviets know that existence
of a U.N. police force with teeth
would increase U.N. strength and
help protect new nations, he

American Friends
Rep To Speak

Nursing Chairman
Given High Post

Pleasanou surprised will be the
whose dare
.:omes from

43.socia t4d glyin9

ley of folk songs consisting of
"House Carpenter." "East Virginia," and "Spring Hill Mine Disaster."
MISS GREATER S.J.
Another vocal limelighter will
be Patricia Ann Travis, recently
chosen Miss Greater San Jose of
1961. Miss Travis was also recently chosen to tour with the SJS
review "So This Is College?"
Tickets for the 1961 musical
are on sale in TH16 for 25 cents.
They can also be purchased at the
door the nights of both performances.

Four Coeds General Stoner Predicts U.N.
In Air Force Faces Critical Test in Future
O.T. Program
campus

lel I 1,11,ri
fieniTrliTiTITITCrilltrtrt7f7rn TraitnY.Y.

steaks and chops,
tamales, tacos,
tostados

* Slue Key / Spartan Shields

’Now

l.

West

ting
hall,
Bill
may
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First Norcal All-Star

and field events have unorthodox start, partially de veloped by Spartan roue Is
followers but the individual
Winter.
perennially have the most
The
same
case
t.ttor appeal.
Johnson will be the center of
probably be true again in interest
Saturday when he paresna, Saturday. when a fine ticipates in the WO- yard
dash
ILI assembles for the West Coast against a talented field. The century competitors will have to
Perhaps the most talked about
make it through trial events to
get into the featuie race, but
trails man in the country right
S.IS’ 1.1b11 Dennis Johnthe likelihood is that the followhim
...a. Johnson has received notice ing runners will make the finals:
not only for his consistently Harry Jerome and Roscoe Cook
treat performances but for his of Oregon. Doug Smith of Occi--- dental (defending champion). Jim
UP
Bates of USC, Amos Marsh of
GUARANTEED TV $25
Oregon state and Bobby Poynter
- Neu Radios $10.9i 6 Up
of SJS.
ft -IMO, & HUI REP.4IRS
Open 7 Days a Weak
The high hurdles feature USC.,

Delightful dining
assured ever ytime .

The 5"alleyi
S.

San .lose state captain Charlie
Clark will be one of the favorarts in the gruelling 0000-meters.
1860 Wilt champion Mal Robvassal of the Striders will be
back to defend his (Town. Tom
WItiordan of Idaho state, Ron
Larrieu of Cal Poly (Pomona).
Bill Boyd of Oregon state and
Olympian Bob Stith of the Staidyrs are all contenders.

64 E. SAN FERNANDO

CY 3-99(8
BREAKFAST -LUNCH -DINNER
7:30-7 daily
7:30 - 8 Thurs.
- 7 Sun.
HOMEMADE BREAD
HOT APPLE PIE
-namon sauce)

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r
C

San dme State coatis Bud
Winter has taken advantage of
the discontinuance of the L.A.
eserest to provide northern California fans with another notable meet.
The First Annual Northern Calobi Invitational. Tea I uring
ome of the finest track and field
tint in the world, will be staged
,,tdrday
night, May 20, at Fremont high school, Sunnyvale
scene of the recent All-( ’rristermeet.
’

Bob Pierce (13.9), Oregon’s Jerry
Tarr (14.0), UCLA’s Jim Johnson)
(1960 NCAA champion) and Jim
Ball of Oxnard AFB (formerly of
UCLA). SJS will enter Tom Harrison
(14.41 of the varsity and
E freshman star Bob Bonds.
In the 400-meter hurdles, Rex
- C’awley, Southern Cal’s sensationti soph, will have to contend with
? veteran Eddie Southern and Gene
treonnor of Oxnard AFB, USC
E iaptain Bob Staten, and San Jose’s
- liruce McCullough.
=
Cawley, an all-purpose star, has
_ .1 50.6 clocking for the quarter- mile hurdles, :46.2 for the 440 and
14.1 for the 120 highs. Southern,
ii :50.7, is the only runner close
to the southland star.

RENT A BICYCLE
FOR HEALTH & PLEASURE
**

Each event will be sponsored
by a bay area newspaper, with
each paper donating a trophy.

THE SWING’S THE THING-for John Junivich, rangy Spartan outfielder and owner of a
superlative .437 batting average on the long
baseball season just completed. Jurivich will be

au/3 Cycle3
CV 3.9766

1435 The Alameda

35c

back to bolster San Jose’s ’62 nine. John was
the team leader in homers (2), RBI (25), hits (45),
triples (6), and total bases (66).

G
3
3
32
8
II
31
30
9
12
36
14
28
38
29
19
32
35
32
9
16
4
1
40

LE1nrirly etch.;:ci
Jim Wilson
Doug McChesney
Isidro Maytorena
Ken Williams
Bob Pimentel
Jim Pusateri
Tom Rile
Steve Chell
Larry Tognolini
John Galran
Joel Guthrie
Days Doak
Larry Hart
Mark Johnson
TOTALS

PITCHER
G GS
Maytorena
12
5
Turnbull
17 13
Wilson .
10
7
Woods
10
5
Guthrie
9
5
Johnson
I
0
Hartley
2
2
Tognolini
I
0
TOTALS
40 40
Note: One game ended

AB
1
9
103
23
12
87
106
22
26
107
27
79
121
105
52
88
116
89
13
37
II
I
1235

H
1
4
45

28
0

38
0
0
6
1
0
2

MR
0
1
2
0
0
I

R
0
1
20

R8I
0
6
25
5
0
13
II
2
1
7
6

SB Ayg
0 1.000
.444
0
.437
3
9
0
.348
t
2
1
.333
0
4
17
3
24
276
2
By ROGER KOSKELA
29
13
.274
3
5
.273
6
0
3
2
0
The SJS gulf team played "it,
7
4
.269
0
0
0
28
3
32
.262 best golf of the year" Monday
25
I
6
.259 according to couch Walt McPhe,
7
2
1
19
14
2
2
0
.241
29
16
2
0
16
2
.240 son, as the Johnny Lots-led Spa)
11
23
2
I
13
5
.219 tans defeated cross-town
II
2
0
7
9
1
.212
18
2
0
14
4
.205 Santa Clara, 22% to dta, at Sai.
I
10
23
0
12
16
1
.198 Jose country club.
7
17
1
12
.191
2
2
0
0
.154
2
The fantastic Lutz continued
.135 his mastery of his home course
5
1
.091
.000 by shooting a four-under-par be;
0
to win medalist honors for the
311
186
.252
36
17
156
6
day. The sophomore sensation’s
PITCHING
record so far at the countrv
club is nothing less than OwCG IP
R-ER
H SO BB SR W.1. ERA
5
54
24-15
44
27
27 1
3-2
253 n ***** emit. In the sesen rounds
II 113
56-39
99
91
47 1
8-7
3.10 ot golf that he litss played there
5
61.7
32-26
48
43
46 1
2-4
3.79 this season, Lutz is 14 strokes
2
45.3
36-27
45
26
II 0
2.5
5.36
tinder par. If his total of 18
4
42
31-27
45
19
33 0
1-4
5.79
rounds is added up, he is still
0
1
1-1
3
0
0 0
0-0
9.00
0
2
4-3
2
1
8 0
0.1 13.50 five strokes under par.
0
2 3
5-5
5
0
2 0
0-0 19.35
McPherson hailed Lutz’ mat,
27 321.3 1119-143 291 207 180 3 16 23 4.00:
in 3-3 tie because of rain; actual record 16 23-1.
on Monday as "sinnethini
- compiled by Nick Peters rarely see in college golf
i professional golf."

ALL YOU CAN EAT
LI, fur

11:30 a.m.

The Charcoal Broiler
32 W.

San

Fernando

CV 7-9632
Mon.. Fri. -7:30 urn, to 1 p.m.
Saf.-13,30 a.m. to 2,30 p.m.
Mnideddll

SAVE! - SAVE!

*** ***** ****************************** ****** *

Big

Discounts

on Car

Services

t. 011 Change
3. On Filters
4. Wheel Pack (per wheel)
5. Tires Rotated (per wheell
6. Brake Adjustment
7. Brakes relined (most cars)
8. Mufflers 115minute service)

TUNE IN!

SPARTAN SALUTE
10.11 P.M
KL1V
1590 kc
Stue-t’,.

Sp
d by
161 S. 1s5 51., Son Jose

or

Oak
AL CORRAL
CT 4-7145

ROGER GOETZ
AL 2-0609

SENIORS -

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Before you graduate, investigate the
LINCOLN COLLEGE PLAN that offers you:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Rates To Stt.dents
Flexibility To Meet Present And Future Needs
Ready Cash When Needed For Business Or Emergencies
No Regular Deposits Until After You Are
Out Of School Enjoying A Regular Income

COMPARE THESE FEATURES NOW!

THE MOST AMAZING !
TAPE RECORDER MADE.
.

_

LChiA Upsets PiKA, 7-4,

ATO Takes Baseball Lead
Alpha Tau Omega took charge favorite to take the Independent
the fraternity baseball race crown.
,esday toy virtue of Lambda Chi
FRATERNITY LEAta E
7-4 upset victory over
W L
,gue-learling PiKA.
5
1. ATO
The 7-4 defeat marked PiKA’s
5 1
2. PiKA
first loss in six outings.
3. Sig Ep
4 2
ATO decisioned Delta Sigma Pi
1
4. SAP:
2 1
4-1 to retain its unbeaten status.
3 ’2
3. Theta Chi
The Taus still have to get by fast 3 2 1
6. Phi Sig
improving LChiA and PiKA be4 3
7. DSP .
fore they can claim the title.
3 3
R. Theta Xi .
With Junk -throwing lefthander
2 4
9. LChlA
Ric Deweese and fine all-around
I 4
10. Sigma Chi .
infielder Benny Lujan pointing the 11. Sigma PI .
I 4
way, ATO has to be listed as the
O 6
12. Sigma Nu .
team to beat for 1961.
INDEPENDENT
Theta Chi, last year’s chamL
!,lon, moved into first division for
1. 155 Club
5 O
first time this season with a
4 1
2. Pollee School
I win over Theta Xi. The TC
3. All Stars
4 1
mehack may be too late after
2
4. Spartan Daily
ft-ring a slow start.
2 3
5. Newman Club
Delta
suspended
Athletically
R. JOX
2 3
iisilon, playing as the 155 Club
2 3
7. TKB
,) the Independent league, has
2 3
EL Allen Hall
,ue without loss against the in1 4
9. Moulder Hall
.ependents. One of the best teams
O 5
.1 either league. DU is a heavy 10. Markham Hall .

H EPE’S WHAT
YOU GET!
Complete multi -featured
tape recorder. Leather
carry -case for recording
anywhere. Leather carry
case for microphone.
Splicing kit.

Individual
tremendous
The
perfeernsance by Lotz throughout
most of the ....arson hiss man)
times Its er+lbarlrm eel the other
Else members ot the team Mon
* Id It.
day ’s performance, it
pointed ,nit. was a fine team it
fort :is five alit of the sh Spar
tans were within four strokes
of par.
Bob Ginn carded an even par
70, Grant Hornbeak followed with
a 71. Gene Miranda and Barry
Mallagh came in at 74 each. an.’
’
Fred Meyers stroked a 79
these
es five men continue t.
this caliber golf, the
few matches of the season will
not he plagued with the lack of
depth which has bothered the
golfers all year.
With Lots playing golf the way
he is. he cannot hell) but have his
eye on the NCAA tournament at
Purdue next month. Coach MePherson indicates1 that "if ever
we had a player who deserved to
go, it’s Lots." He also stated that
the necessary application for funds
will be made to the Student Council. and then it will be up to them,

Compare
Will, 512? al
pack’

Cigarette

t/telif

2 -SPEED PORTABLE.
TAPES. PLAYS
ON TRANSISTORS.

THE

SIZE IS HE THING ... 6: re Jrt&r i9lure5 in compact,
Carry-anywhere size, using econorrica1 penlight batteries.
"DUTIFUL TONE REPRODUCTION with built-in speaker. Denis.
torized amplifier.
OPERATES SO EASILY ... Never control, 2 recording speeds,
recording button, indcator for voice level, battery condition.

GET OUR LOW, LOW PRICE!

111PLES OF MONEY-SAVING SERVICES
1. Lubricities

UP!

SIGN

Newspapers have drawn the following events:
100 yard dash San Francisco
Examiner: 220 yard dash
San
11.

! "Lots was on the green and in
t,osition to putt for a bird HI’
on every hole," he said. "You
,Ist don’t see that every day."

10 -Minute Service on Lubrication

I

Gene With The Wind LP
Barbara Murphy Carolyn Kneltns
Diane Singer
Berry Bolden
All-Star College Dane tont LP
Ga., Coniglio
Donna Crennell
Bob Olson
Carl Best
George Greeley LP
Hcerarci Melafa
Sue Crpnter
Ebb Young
Don Black

To SC Victory

:

Buttermilk Pancakes

WINNERS of
SPARTAN saLOOT

BATTING

PLAYER
Dick Hartley
Barry Mallegh
John Juryich
i
Dom Ascani
Bob Woods
Dare Turnbull

do ad anr MIld.A.M...M...AdBAMPAMAAMPIM.10441133411.0111n3

SPECIAL
BREAKFAST

ohm. lin ‘rink 13nr..3

-h
run S. F. Chronicle; Mile ELM
San Jose I’.-. cuing News; Two-mile
run Oakland Tribune; High hurdles San Mateo Times; 440 Yard
relay Hitywaid Review; Mile iv lay Berkeley Gazette; Pole vault
-Palo Alto Times; Javelin SunTrack
nyvale Standard; Discus
and Field News.
Tickets, at $2.50 apiece. are tan
stile in the Student Affairs business office. T1111’,, and at the ath
letie departments at Stanford and
Calitornia.

Final 1961 SJS Statistics Spartan Lotz
Leads Golfers

3 -SPEED BICYCLES

** SPECIAL GROUP RATES

n rr

Present Awards

Thee nit...einem 01 I lirDodgers to Los Angeles in 19581
was a good break tor baseliiill tarts.
but a blow- -in at least one respect
to track followors.
When the erstwhile Bums came
west, they preempted the Coliseum Relays, for seasons one of
the southland’s more inviting
star attractions.

,

DILLARD’S TV & APPLIANCE
CY 2-8253
60 S. 2nd

sr MT

Thurerlay. May 11. 1961

’JOLTIN’ JOHN’

Johnson Key Figure
In Featured Century

cry.
pro.
the
the
temt
lieve
far..

Coos+ Relays

$1.25
qt. as
30% eff

1.10
35.
975
$15.00
30% off

CREDIT - BANKAMIRICARD, FIRST NATIONAL

Students - Cell CT 5-6257 for appointment
94414194141**4141414414141414141414141****************4141419441

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
CYpress 5-6257
6th & Keyes Streets

SPECIALS
REBUILT WATER PUMPS

()14,

rectory erserts
rebuild them
Preyed on aim
Helms of mt.
Tested,
lf,’

’herse-

499up. Eech.
We lint IMP inert fir Corlillets. thresiers. Radio. and
Nash Cant

REBUILT, TOP QUALITY
MASTER crimsons
3.95 up

REBUILT
GENERATORS
ow
on a k
peels
How the new
for Si curs.
clue
Sees.
.Pleheik

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS!!!

ON

BONDED REBUILT

REBUILT FUEL PUMPS
,0
istoust.1 AV411
416:teir,

SMETT BELTS
California Stars
Highway pprovd

ONLY 7.95

CHARGE IT
usassmotommilsonnoisins

0 CH Ff. HI-11

BRAKE
SHOES

re

117;
SINGLE ACTION
B.5,
3Such.
1 a

EMILY REGULATORS
Mode ewer owed es new
by factory
trol.1 wow
295
Exch.
SPECIAL

Jo W rid Delledee

Sal
Erch.

wElestquahey for
heayy duty and
power brakes
AND OTHER ITEMS
SUCH AS
RadiosemorhCsrehtaG
Dreg Ppo
-.Piste. Rmu
51151 Absorbers
Clutch isSii
Pipes
- Wheel learns. IC

TO, Bach Seat Drill
toles New Car Comfort
4.1110 lloalc 141 All Cars

MUFFLERS

cfrf_71),

STEREO TAPES

TV

imitative
t5 IS up

C3r

1ST NATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
MERICAIR

;teroo tompotrids Ashlar Sated
TAPE RECORDERS

3991/2 W.

SAN CARLOS

SAN JOSE. CALIF.

URZI’S

AUTO SUPPLY
KITTLTITELTErn
(42.4:alzu

IIIIIIIIUIUIIIAUIIIIII
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RATES FOR

STUDENTS &

FACULTY
11.

PP-

6SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday. May 11, 1961

Two Birch Solons Seek
House Probe of ’Society’

SPRING DISASTER

’Square Zen’ Inaccurate Kato
(Continued from Page 1)
used some sort of metaphor," said
Dr. Kato.
In his essay. "Instinct, Intelligence. and Anxiety," he states
that human life is entirely different from the life of animals
and plants because human action
is based on intelligence involving
a difficult process of analysis.
prediction and decision, whereas
animal actions are based on instinct and spontaneity.

Zen does not include strict discipline, which is in reality one of
Its main principles.
Dr. Kato’s general opinion of
the hook was that Watts’ extraordinary skill and literary style
makes for soothing and refreshing
reading.M.L.

i UPI
WASHINGTON
congressmen who belong to the
John Birch Society urged the
House Rules committee yesterday
to approve a special investigation
to clear the air of charges against
the controversial organization.
The committee deferred action
Reps. Edgar Hiestand and John
Rousselot, California Republicans,
urged creation of a committee to
look into charges the society has
un-American aims. The hearing
was the first time any congressional committee had taken official notice of the right-wing organization.

’Exceptional’
Marketing
ClassFall

ACtl \ 1111, but
Francis E. Walter, trm,a.i. h,
declined to take jurisdiction.
.1,11111:.111

QUOTED STATEMENTS
Madden questioned the two
fornians closely about Welch,
quoted statements that former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
the late Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles and Central IntellS
gence Agency Chief Allen 1V.
Dulles WPM connected with or
susceptible to communism.
Friesland and Rousselot said
those statements were made he.
fore the society was founded in
1958 and specifically disavowed by
the group. Both expressed disa.
greement with Welch on those
1,oints,

MISUNDERSTANDING
On Watts’ work, "Beat Zen,
Square Zen. and Zen," Professes
Kato said Watts’ criticism of
"square Zen," which is the tradi’t’,ll’nts ssIth better than avtional Zen in the Far East, is
largely based on misunderstanding erage grades or unusual interest
and inaccurate knowledge.
in marketing may enroll in a
Watts consistently states that special marketing class in the fall.
Limited to fifteen students,
MADDEN CHAIRMAN
Business 134A, will have two lecaffillainow
WASHED OUTEvacuating their home by
in six midwestern and southern states reaching
tures and one seminar per week,
Only one rules committee me It lilt lilt lIlIllIllIlIllIIIIllIltIt lIIIIIIi
according to B. J. Scott Norwood,
boat, members of this Marion, III., family are
to the Gulf of Mexico. Here the water stands
bet% Rep. Ray J. Madden. iD.ItiI
among thousands affected by rampaging floods
five feet deep, following torrential rains.
associate professor of business.
12 varieties of
indicated more than polite int,
Students in this honor section
eat In the Hiestand-Rousselot pi
In. V:: 41! Anoerson. director of
must have either the recommenposal. Madden peppered them s
speech pathology and audiology at
dation of a business faculty memquestions about statements
Stanford Medical center, will
ber, an over-all grade point avRobert Welch, society found,
speak on "The Ingredients for
erage of 3.0 or a stanine score of
DANCING
and about the group’s membership E
a Good Speech Therapist." today
at least 7.
FINE ITALIAN DINNERS
and finances. The two men said
at 7:30 p.m. in 5D231, announced
Interested students may contact
& SANDWICHES
illustrated E
questions
Madden’s
Cele Winokur, associate professor
Professor Norwood in TH108.
their reasons for wanting an inof speech.
Tomorrow Night is
Several members of the marJERUSALEM
-, A d 0 If ordered the execution of Jews and a special anthem whenever one quiry.
The lecture is sponsored by the
=
_
keting faculty will instruct the Eichmann was a more rabid anti- even was willing to go beyond his of their number was executed at
The
Speech and Hearing dub.
Chairman Howard W. Smith, E
course along with speakers from Semite than Adolf Hitler, the authority to bring it about.
, the
Breendonck
concentration
public is invited free of charge.
with E.
other fields.
prosecution charged yesterday.
Yesterday evidence was offered camp. The title of the anthem ID-Va.), closed the hearing
6 to 9 p. m.
=
A document was introduced pur- that Efehmann considered Hitler was: "Never shall we forget the observation that Madden’
REFRESHMENTS 15; A GLASS
for
E
chairman
likely
make
a
might
porting to prove that Eichmann to be too soft toward the Dutch Breendonck. the Jewish paraa special committee if the House =
urged the extermination of Jews Jews. The issue was whether chil- dise."
TONIGHT
= ROME-LV PIZZERIA
decided one was needed.
at a time when Hitler and the dren of mixed marriages, half
of
businessmen
panel
A
will
-1076 The Alameda
CY 5.0146
the greatest in
=
the
he
German
army
opposed
it.
Aryan
and
half
Jew,
should
believed
said
he
Hiestand
discuss problems faced hy gradParking in Rear
E
by
Going
into
the
fifth
week
of
sent
to
investigated
extermination
be
camps.
should
society
uated accounting students today
Opito II amt. to 2 a.m.
the House Committee on l’n - IlIllllllIlllllllllIIIIlllllllllIlllllIIIIlU
DUTCH JEWS
at 7:30 p.m. in cafeteria rooms Eichmann’s trial, the prosecution
began
forging
a
chain
of
evidence
The document was a letter ts
A and B.
sounds
Sponsored by Alpha Eta Sig- that Eichmann, despite his pro- Artur Seyssinquart, Nazi governs,
tests
to
the
contrary,
personally
of occupied Holland. from one of
ma. honorary accounting fraat
his subordinates. It referred to s
ternity, the panel discussion is
LARRY’S
&
TOM
open to all students, according
recent ruling apparently made
PIZZA PARLOR
without consulting Hitler that Scholarship
to Byron McMillan, vice president.
Dutch Jews of mixed ancestry
1660 E. SANTA CLARA at Seth
Miss Marilyn Jensen, 1954 gradshould be killed along with fulluate of SJS and current assistant’
blooded Jews.
The letter noted that Hitler and director of the Torrance RecreaA $2150 grant-in-aid has been
received by the Science depart- the German army were opposed tion department, recently became
ment from the Frederick Gardner to this on the grounds that many the second SJS graduate to be
Put magic into your fingertips
Cottrell Research corp. for re- one-quarter Jews were in the Ger- awarded the $250 Alta Sims Bunk-,
and train them to create glamsearch work being conducted by man army and would have to be er scholarship in the two years’
orous hair fashions as you preDr. Albert Castro, chemistry pro- discharged under th new regula- of its existence.
The award, which was estabtions. But Eichmann was in favor
fessor.
pare yourself for a career in beauty
lished in 1960 by the California
Included in this grant is a $1650 of the rule, the letter said.
Recreation society and Is award.
’MORE EXTREME’
fellowship for a graduate student..
"This document," said Israeli ed for meritorious service in the
Chosen for the fellowship was
John Preston Marsh jr., a senior Solicitor General Gavriel Back, recreation field, was won in its
"is one of the many cases in which initial year by Fred Brooks, FI
chemistry major.
CY 5.9516
11; West San Fernando St.
Dr. Castro explained the con- Eichmann proved to he even more graduating senior at SJS. Brooks’
tribittion is for the extension and extreme than the fuehrer him- is ems.entls supervisor of reerea:
s Jose.
continuation of study on "The Re- self."
1 ER
TOWARD MASTER’S
An earlier document charged
action of Pyrrole Grignard ReA
-,te study scholarship.
agents with Substituted Alkyl that Belgian Jews were forced to
march ahead of the corpse singing the assist is open to all graduatHalides."
ing seniors majoring in recreation
Deliciously Yours For
in any college or university,
Barbecue Ticket
California, and all
Sale Ends Tomorrow throughout
"Where Servings Are Large
persons working in the field of
Where else but
:
’
recreation.
sis-siss,e
ilissss
to
tile
annual
And Prices Are Right"
TODAY
Miss Jensen will use her award
4+h & ST. JAMES
HIM, meeting. 79 S. Fifth st., Occupational Therapy club bar- money to continue work on her
Seal
Easter
beetle
May
20
at
the
7:30 p.m.
master’s degree in administrative
Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
S. 2nd St.
camp,
stated
Florence
Tong,
pubSociety of Chemical Engineers,
recreation. at the University of
meeting, speaker; Tom Duo, re- belly chairman.
Southern California.
Tickets CAR be purchased in the
search engineer with Stauffer
QutTr. ACTIVE
O.T. classes for $1 for club memChemical co., F:105, g:15 p.m.
While attending SJS Miss JenSocial Attains committee. meet- hers, $1.25 for non-members and sen was listed in Who’s Who in
75 cents for children, she added. American colleges and universiing, CH162, :1:30 p.m.
Arnold Air society, meeting,
ties and wan co-winner of the,
7th and KEYES
SUPREME
speaker; Dr. Elmer Staffelhach,
Tao Gamma achievement award.
Elections
H’Wel
I Block North of SPARTAN CITY
faculty dining room of cafeteria.
Since then she has become AC 7 p.m.
Election of fall semester Wnai live in C:RS. and CAMPER on the
Alpha Gamma, meeting. A114, B’rith Hinel officers will he helddistriet. state and national level.
Ceneehient4
tonight at 7:30 in Newman Hall.
2 p.m.
She is also active in the South LUBRICATIONMOTOR TUNEUP
Roger Williams forum. meeting, 73 S. Fifth st., according to Larry ern California Municipal Athletici
WHEEL BALANCINGBRAKE SERVICE
136 S 10th st., 12:311
Miller, Hillel president.
federation. Los Angeles Council
TIRESBATTERIES--AUTO ACCESSORIES
TOMORROW
Final nominations will be held ("amp Fire Girls, inc.. PTA,
Discount to Students on Brake Work
Friday Fliekg, "April Love.- Pat just prior to the election. Miller YWCA and has headed several
Boone. Shirley Jones. T1133, 730, stated. All members are urged to professional recreation workshops
p Tr
2; rot’’,
hnd ,n,titute,

Stanford Director
To Speak Tonight

n emi e
Eichmann ore a
Than Hitler, Prosecution Claims

PIZZA
Zady:s 119/,/

’Problems’ Panel

SJS Grad

DIXIELAND

Wins $250

YOU’LL SAVOR THE FLAVOR...

Dr. Albert Castro
Given $2150 Grant
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MOTOROLA Transistor car radio, 9-.7
r..Y 2-4990 evenings.
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TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send is Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students Laundry
Service, free pickup & delivery. 24 hr.
service. CY 4-2420. 60c per B lb.
I Married couple to share nice home
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CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
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Thesis, term papers Novi. SPertso CRY
#45. Cf 5.6698.
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

With Copy of This Ad You May
Purchase a RECORD CHANGER OR
TURNTABLE at Regular net price and
Receive your choice of SHURE M7D or
AUDIO EMPIRE 108 with Diamond Needle

Wonted to Rents C.,id share
Fall. Shore w/I or 2 only. CY
6.79.
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20% off on all Tapes and Records
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Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of rhk
lesolsed," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that married men
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For esemple: A married man. age
22 with Bodily Injury liability
510/20,000. Property Damage
55.000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most in.
wanes companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $91 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records miry save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to Georg* M. Campbell. 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale. REgent 9.
1741 (day & sits).
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